
Art Basel Hong Kong 2023: The Long-Awaited
Return of Asia's Premier Art Fair

Art Basel Hong Kong is where art-lovers can

explore the Intersection of Art, Instagram, and

Collecting with Andrew Cyberkid

DUSSELDORF, NRW, GERMANY, March 21,

2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Andrew Jovic,

well known as Andrew Cyberkid

(www.andrewcyberkid.com), is a leading art

collector and influencer who has earned a

name in the art world. Andrew's unique

approach to the collection and social media

presence has made him a leading voice in

the contemporary art scene. “Art Basel Hong

Kong 2023 will feature 177 exhibitors from

32 countries and territories. This year's

edition marks the return of Encounters, the

fair’s sector dedicated to large-scale works.

Exhibitors will also present works in the

Galleries, Insights, Discoveries, Film, and

Kabinett sectors.”

Andrew has built his reputation through his Instagram presence. As one of the platform's first

users, he used it to present his awesome art collection and connect with other collectors and

artists. His 12K followers on Instagram have made him an authority for urban art lovers. Due to

this, Andrew has become an authentic opinion for those who are interested in art.

His ascendancy has made him a sought-after partner for galleries and artists who recognize his

potential in the market. 

His Instagram account has significantly impacted the art market, as Andrew is considered a

marketable brand due to his posts of artworks and art fairs. Some artists' masterpieces have

even sold out within hours of his sharing.

The upcoming Art Basel Hong Kong 2023 (where Andrew would undoubtedly be) is one of the

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.andrewcyberkid.com/
http://www.andrewcyberkid.com/


premier art fairs in Asia. Art Basel Hong Kong attracts collectors, artists, and art enthusiasts from

around the globe. As a regular fair attendee for years, Andrews' participation in the private day

on view has given him a unique advantage in acquiring new pieces for his collection.

Social media have become part of the broader media landscape over the last decade, and they

are an essential platform for galleries and artists. As an art influencer, Andrew has also become

an important voice in the ongoing conversation about the democratization of the art world. He

has used his platform to challenge traditional notions of what constitutes "art" and to promote a

more inclusive and diverse art community. His influence on Instagram has helped to break down

some of the barriers to entry for new artists and collectors, making the art world more

accessible to a broader audience.

Andrew's dedication to propping up emerging artists is evident in his acquisitions. He has a keen

eye for talent and has been known to acquire works from unrecognized artists, helping to give

them the exposure they need to take their careers to the next level. His involvement in Art Basel

Hong Kong is a testament to his dedication to promoting contemporary art and staying at the

forefront of the art world.

Andrew Cyberkid is an established voice in the contemporary urban art world. His popularity on

Instagram and involvement in events like Art Basel Hong Kong 2023 have given him a distinctive

position in the art market and have made him a sought-after collaborator for galleries and

artists. Andrews' devotion to supporting young artists and promoting a more comprehensive art

community has helped to shape the conversation around contemporary art. It has made him an

influential figure in the art world. We expect to see exciting new developments from Andrew in

the future as he continues to challenge traditional notions of what constitutes "art" and to

promote the democratization of the art world.

To learn more visit: http://www.andrewcyberkid.com/

About Andrew Cyberkid

Andrew is a renowned art collector from Düsseldorf, Germany. He began building his collection

in the mid-2000s. As one of the first street and urban art collectors in Germany, his collection is

now one of the largest and most recognized in Europe. For almost two decades, the passionate

networker has been one of the most sought-after experts on the art scene and is an invited

visitor to the world’s largest art fairs.

Andrew recognized the potential of social media platforms such as Instagram (@cyberkid70) for

the art market early on and has gained tremendous international recognition and influence as

an art collector via the symbiosis of expertise and reach.

Andrew Jovic

Andrew Cyberkid

Contact@andrewcyberkid.com

http://www.andrewcyberkid.com/
https://www.instagram.com/cyberkid70/
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